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Absence 

Our eyes failed to meet 
we walked past each other 
only the darkness knew us 
our touch was only a gesture  
the phone never rang although 
I’ve been waiting since childhood 
were you searching the perfect time 
some moment after your death 
when the will was read, you could say 
see how much I loved you but my hand 
was unable to write, my tongue to speak. 
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The Plan 

Let's bleed the land of gold, silver, copper, coal 
export tropical fruits, sugar cane, coffee  
we'll rob them blind, they will never notice 
then we will import slaves for back breaking work 
pollute their rivers, their air, their lives, if they 
protest we'll call them criminals, imprison them 
the plan is perfect, what can go wrong, we'll 
grow rich and sip cool drinks along the beach. 
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Night Watch 

Tonight the autumn wind blows drops of rain 
downwards to crawl their slow and painful trek: 
tribes if nomadic, translucent insects 
that rub and stretch across the windowpane.  
On desolate shores, the sand shakes its mane 
at circling gulls while the wind whips the backs 
of forgotten beaches. There are shipwrecks  
beyond the silent frame of this curtain.  
 
A gentle voice urges me, as I probe 
why hungry birds cry at the endless roar, 
to feel the rain and all else I can reach. 
With an empty bowl, and clad in a robe 
of autumn leaves, the wind begs at my door. 
He has travelled all night; he has come to teach. 
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